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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: The optimal TE must be calculated to minimize the variance in CBV measurements made with DSC MR
imaging. Simulations can be used to determine the influence of the TE on CBV, but they may not adequately recapitulate the in vivo
heterogeneity of precontrast T2*, contrast agent kinetics, and the biophysical basis of contrast agent–induced T2* changes. The purpose
of this study was to combine quantitative multiecho DSC MRI T2* time curves with error analysis in order to compute the optimal TE for
a traditional single-echo acquisition.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Eleven subjects with high-grade gliomas were scanned at 3T with a dual-echo DSC MR imaging sequence to
quantify contrast agent–induced T2* changes in this retrospective study. Optimized TEs were calculated with propagation of error analysis
for high-grade glial tumors, normal-appearing white matter, and arterial input function estimation.

RESULTS: The optimal TE is a weighted average of the T2* values that occur as a contrast agent bolus transverses a voxel. The mean
optimal TEs were 30.0 � 7.4 ms for high-grade glial tumors, 36.3 � 4.6 ms for normal-appearing white matter, and 11.8 � 1.4 ms for arterial
input function estimation (repeated-measures ANOVA, P � .001).

CONCLUSIONS: Greater heterogeneity was observed in the optimal TE values for high-grade gliomas, and mean values of all 3 ROIs were
statistically significant. The optimal TE for the arterial input function estimation is much shorter; this finding implies that quantitative DSC
MR imaging acquisitions would benefit from multiecho acquisitions. In the case of a single-echo acquisition, the optimal TE prescribed
should be 30 –35 ms (without a preload) and 20 –30 ms (with a standard full-dose preload).

ABBREVIATIONS: AIF � arterial input function; CA � contrast agent; NAWM � normal-appearing white matter

Dynamic susceptibility contrast MR imaging is increasingly

used to map cerebral blood volume in patients with brain

tumor, owing to its potential to predict treatment response, im-

prove image-guided biopsies, and differentiate posttreatment ra-

diation effects and glioma progression.1-9

CBV is typically acquired by using a dynamic susceptibility

contrast MR imaging and tracking the gadolinium-based contrast

agent (CA)–induced T2* changes with time. To optimally capture

the MR signal changes due to the T2* changes, one must prescribe

an optimal TE during the acquisition. Previous studies have used

simulations to determine optimal TEs for spin-echo-based DSC

MR imaging10; however, to the best of our knowledge, an optimal

TE has not been determined for gradient-echo-based DSC MR

imaging. Recently, the American Society of Functional Neuro-

radiology recommended gradient-echo-based DSC MR imag-

ing for brain tumor imaging because of the higher signal to

noise, better sensitivity, and more uniform vessel-size sensitiv-

ity compared with spin-echo imaging.11 Accordingly, it is im-

portant to determine an optimal TE for gradient-echo-based

DSC MR imaging.

Optimal TEs have been previously suggested in the literature.

It has been suggested that the optimal TE should be on the order

of the expected T2* values before CA administration.12,13 In con-

trast, Boxerman et al10 demonstrated, with propagation of error

analysis, that the optimal TE should be a weighted average of the

precontrast and postcontrast T2* values, though they did not rec-
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ommend a specific TE. The optimal TE in a DSC experiment is

most likely different for voxels used to identify the arterial

input function (AIF) and normal-appearing white matter

(NAWM) due to the higher contrast agent concentration en-

countered within arteries and the associated potential signal

saturation.14

While simulations and error analysis can be used to systemat-

ically investigate the influence of TE on CBV accuracy, they can-

not recapitulate in vivo heterogeneity of precontrast T2*, CA ki-

netics, and the biophysical basis of CA-induced T2* changes.

With multiecho-based DSC MR imaging acquisitions, voxelwise

T2* values before and after CA administration can be quantified

across tissue types by assuming a monoexponential decay. The

goal of this study was to combine quantitative multiecho DSC MR

imaging T2* time curves with propagation of error analysis to

compute the optimal gradient-echo TEs for high-grade glial tu-

mors, NAWM, and AIF estimation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Theory
During the contrast agent bolus passage in a DSC MR image, the

T2* of the perfused voxel changes with time. From the literature,

it is assumed that this change in the transverse relaxation rate,

�R2*(t) � 1/�T2*(t), is linear with CA concentration, and there-

fore the relative CBV (rCBV) can be approximated by

1) rCBV � �
0

T

�R2*(t)dt,

assuming a single-echo acquisition, �R2*(t) is

2) �R2*(t) � R2*(t) � R20* � �
1

TE
ln�S(t)

Spre
�.

Here R20* is the baseline apparent transverse relaxation rate be-

fore contrast arrival. The generalized signal equation, after con-

trast agent injection, for a spoiled gradient-echo acquisition is

3) S(t)�S0 sin � exp��TE

� R2*(t)	
1 � exp[�TR � R1(t)]

1 � cos � exp[�TR � R1(t)]

� � exp[�TE � R2*(t)].

For simplification, the constant � includes all the terms that

are independent of the TE.

If we assume that the baseline (precontrast) signal points are

acquired with a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio, we note that the

variance in the apparent transverse relaxation is mainly due to the

variance in the signal with time. If one applies propagation of

error to Equation 2, the variance in R2*(t) is

4) �R
2 �

k�S
2 exp[2TE � R2*(t)]

TE2 ,

where k is a proportionality constant. Similar to the approach

taken by Boxerman et al,10 the variance in a CBV measurement

can then be determined by

5) �CBV
2 � �t �

i � 1

N

�R
2 (t i) �

k�S
2�t

TE2 �
i � 1

N

exp[2TE � R2*(t i)].

Last, the derivative of Equation 5 is taken with respect to TE

and solved when equal to zero to determine the optimal TE that

minimizes the variance in CBV measurements:

6) TEopt �

�
i � 1

N

exp[2TEopt � R2*(t i)]

�
i � 1

N

R2*(t i) exp[2TEopt � R2*(t i)]

.

The optimal TE can now be solved numerically from Equation

6. Note that the optimal TE is, essentially, the weighted average of

T2* values during the contrast agent passage (illustrated by Fig 1).

FIG 1. An example from 1 patient of the absolute T2* time curves for tumor (solid), NAWM (dash dash), and the AIF (dash dot) ROIs. As described
in Equation 6, the optimal TE is proportional to the weighted average of absolute T2* values during the first pass (as indicated by the shaded gray
area) of the contrast agent.
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MR Imaging Protocol
This article is a retrospective analysis from 2 separate subject

cohorts approved by the Barrow Neurological Institute’s (1st

subject cohort) and Vanderbilt University’s (2nd subject co-

hort) institutional review boards. Both cohorts of patients had

World Health Organization grade III and IV primary high-

grade gliomas undergoing preoperative imaging for surgical

resection. All patients had contrast-enhancing lesions.

We analyzed 2 separate subject cohorts to evaluate optimal TE

values in scans acquired with and without a contrast agent pre-

load. In the clinic, a preload ranging from 0.025 to 0.1 mmol/kg is

typically administered 6 minutes before the DSC imaging to re-

duce CA-induced T1 leakage effects. The first cohort of subjects

was used for calculation of optimal TE (described in detail below)

without a preload. The second cohort of subjects was scanned

with multiecho DSC MR imaging for 7.5 minutes, making it an

ideal dataset to quantify T2* changes 6 minutes after contrast

agent injection, mimicking a preload situation in the clinic. These

results allowed us to understand how a preload would affect the

calculated optimal TE.

The first subject cohort consisted of 11 datasets randomly se-

lected from an ongoing study (mean age, 49.9 � 12.9 years; 7 men,

4 women). Each subject was scanned on a single 3T MR imaging

system (Signa HDx; GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin) with

a dedicated 8-channel phased array brain coil. A 2D single-shot

dual-echo spiral DSC sequence was used with the following pa-

rameters: TR/TE1/TE2 � 1000/5.6/28 ms, flip angle � 60°,

FOV � 22 � 22 cm, section thickness � 5 mm, section spacing �

0 mm, number of sections � 16, and acquired matrix � 128

(frequency) � 128 (phase). Gadobenate dimeglumine (MultiHance;

Bracco Diagnostics, Princeton, New Jersey) was administered

at 0.1 mmol/kg (a standard dose) by using a power injector for

each perfusion scan at a rate of 5 mL/s. The injection occurred

20 seconds after the start of the DSC scan, and the total length

of the scan was 3 minutes. Last, T1-weighted spoiled gradient-

echo images were acquired (TR/TE � 6.7/2.8 ms, flip angle � 13°,

FOV � 32 � 24 cm2, section thickness � 2 mm, acquired resolu-

tion � 0.51 � 0.51 � 2 mm3) after the perfusion scan to delineate

enhancing tumor and NAWM ROIs.

The second subject cohort consisted of 5 datasets (mean age,

47.0 � 7.2 years; 4 men, 1 woman) acquired by using a combined

spin- and gradient-echo DSC sequence. Each subject was scanned

on a single 3T MR imaging system (Achieva; Philips Healthcare,

Best, the Netherlands) with a 32-channel head coil. A 2D single-

shot spin- and gradient-echo DSC sequence was used with the

following parameters: 2 gradient-echoes, 2 asymmetric spin-

echoes, and 1 true spin-echo, TR � 1800 ms, TE1–TE5 � 8.8/26/

55/72/90 ms, flip angle � 90°, FOV � 24 � 24 cm2, section thick-

ness � 5 mm, section spacing � 0 mm, number of sections � 15,

and acquired matrix � 76 (frequency) � 76 (phase). Partial Fou-

rier encoding and sensitivity encoding (acceleration factors 0.73

and 2.0, respectively) were used to obtain acceptable TEs. Gado-

pentetate dimeglumine (Magnevist; Bayer HealthCare Pharma-

ceuticals, Wayne, New Jersey) was administered at 0.1 mmol/kg (a

standard dose), with a power injector at a rate of 4 mL/s. The injec-

tion occurred 60 seconds after the start of the DSC scan, and the total

length of the scan was 7.5 minutes. Last, 3D T1-weighted spoiled

gradient-echo images were acquired (TR/TE � 8.9/4.6 ms, flip an-

gle � 9 °, FOV � 25.6 � 25.6 � 17.0 cm3, acquired resolution � 1 �

1 � 1 mm3) after the perfusion scan to delineate enhancing tumor

and NAWM ROIs.

Postprocessing for Optimal TE Calculation
The T1-weighted, anatomic data were coregistered to the DSC

perfusion data by using rigid registration with the FMRIB Soft-

ware Library (FSL; http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl).15 The DSC

perfusion data were analyzed with Matlab (MathWorks, Natick,

Massachusetts).

From both the dual-echo spiral and spin- and gradient-echo

DSC sequences, R2*(t) was calculated voxel by voxel by assuming

a monoexponential decay in T2*16:

7) R2*(t) �
1

TE2 � TE1
ln�STE1(t)

STE2(t)�.

With this information, the optimal TE was calculated by nu-

merically solving Equation 6 over the first pass of CA. To deter-

mine the temporal duration of the first pass, we first calculated the

mean whole brain (WB) �R2*(t) to determine the mean peak

time point. The slope of the whole brain WB �R2*(t) was then

calculated. A positive slope indicated wash-in of CA, whereas a

negative slope indicated washout, and a slope of zero, no change

in CA. Starting at the peak time point, the time point in which the

slope equaled zero was identified and set as the end of the first

passage. The first passage of CA was approximately 22.5 seconds

from the time of injection across all subjects (see Fig 1 for an

illustrative example of the first-pass integration limits).

Three ROIs were used for analysis: tumor, NAWM, and voxels

selected for AIF estimation. The tumor and NAWM ROIs were se-

lected by using K-means clustering, with data partitioned into 4 clus-

ters with the T1-weighted anatomic data (On-line Figure). The larg-

est centroid value (brightest signal intensity) consisted of the

enhancing tumor along with other unwanted regions such as

fat around the skull and eyes. The enhancing tumor was man-

ually selected section by section to separate it from the un-

wanted regions. The NAWM mask was determined by the sec-

ond largest centroid value. Finally, voxels with the selected

ROIs exhibiting a signal drop of at least 5 SDs from the baseline

precontrast signal were used for analysis to ensure sufficient

contrast-to-noise for the time curves. The AIF was identified

on the DSC perfusion dataset with previously established au-

tomated algorithms.17,18 This automatic AIF algorithm typi-

cally selects AIF pixels in the internal carotid, vertebral, and

middle cerebral arteries. All ROI selections were approved by

an investigator with 
15 years of experience in brain tumor

imaging (C.C.Q.).

In addition to the above measurements and calculations, we

calculated T2* 6 minutes after the CA injection from the second

cohort of subjects. The percentage difference in T2* (1/R2*) be-

tween precontrast T2* (t � 0) and postcontrast (t � 6 minutes)

was calculated to determine the potential effect of a standard dose

(0.1 mmol/kg) preload on the measured baseline T2* values in a

DSC scan. The estimated optimal TE with a preload was then

calculated by scaling the calculated optimal TE without a preload

by the percentage difference in T2*.
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Statistical Analysis
Mean optimal TE values were compared across tumor, NAWM,

and AIF ROIs using a multivariate approach with a repeated-

measures analysis of variance with post hoc pair-wise compari-

sons using paired t tests. With 11 subjects, this study had an 80%

power to detect a 0.94 SD difference between a pair of ROIs with

a 2-sided � � .05 paired t test. To test for mean differences in the

minimum T2* of the 2 cohorts of subjects imaged, we performed

a Student unpaired t test. Statistical significance was detected for a

P value � .05.

RESULTS
Figure 1 illustrates a typical T2* time curve for a single patient in

the tumor, NAWM, and AIF. Figure 2 summarizes the baseline

and minimum T2* along with the corresponding optimal TE

across all 11 subjects from the first cohort. Mean optimal TE val-

ues (mean � 1 SD) were 30.0 � 7.4 ms for tumor, 36.3 � 4.6 ms

for NAWM, and 11.8 � 1.4 ms for AIF (repeated-measures

ANOVA, P � .001; post hoc paired t tests: tumor versus NAWM,

P � .005; tumor versus AIF, P � .001; NAWM versus AIF, P �

.001). Tumor ROIs exhibited a wide range of optimal TE values

compared with healthy tissue. In all ROIs, mean optimal TE val-

ues were closer to the minimum T2* than the baseline values.

Results from the second cohort of subjects indicated that the

mean tumor T2* was 35% lower than baseline 6 minutes after the

CA injection. Additionally, the mean NAWM and AIF T2* were

15% and 10%, respectively, lower than baseline. If one assumed a

respective percentage decrease of each region in T2* 6 minutes

after CA injection and the optimal TE results from the first cohort

of subjects presented above, the estimated mean optimal TE val-

ues with a standard preload dose were 19.5 � 4.8 ms for tumor,

30.8 � 3.9 ms for NAWM, and 10.6 � 1.3 ms for AIF.

The concentration of gadolinium between the populations

must be similar to apply the results of the second to the first cohort

of subjects. Because the concentration of gadolinium is propor-

tional to �R2*, we estimated the similarity between cohorts by

comparing the peak �R2* change. The mean peak �R2* for the

first-versus-second cohort of subjects was 22.9 � 12.9 versus

23.7 � 10.8 ms for tumor (P � .90), 14.3 � 4.2 versus 12.9 � 5.8

ms for the NAWM (P � .65), and 94.5 �

18.3 versus 103.2 � 30.6 ms for the AIF

(P � .40).

DISCUSSION
This study determined the optimal TE

for a typical single-echo DSC MR imag-

ing acquisition by minimizing the vari-

ance in CBV. Using error analysis, we

determined that the optimal TE is a

weighted average of T2* values that oc-

cur before and after the CA passage and

is dependent on the ROI type.

For an imaging protocol using no

preload dose and a standard injection

dose at 3T, the optimal TE in brain tu-

mor is 30.0 � 7.4 ms. The larger range of

optimal TEs in the tumor regions is ex-

pected, given the greater variability of

blood volume values and CA-induced T2* leakage effects both

within and across subjects.19 The optimal TE for NAWM is

roughly 20% longer (optimal TE � 36.3 � 4.6 ms) than that

found in tumor. The optimal TE for the AIF is roughly 300%

shorter (optimal TE � 11.8 � 1.4 ms) than that found in tumor.

For an imaging protocol using both a standard preload and injec-

tion dose at 3T, we estimated the optimal TE in brain tumor to be

19.5 � 4.8 ms. The estimated optimal TE for NAWM is roughly

65% longer (optimal TE � 30.8 � 3.9 ms) than that found in

tumor. The optimal TE for the AIF is roughly 200% shorter (op-

timal TE � 10.6 � 1.3 ms) than that found in tumor. Because a

statistically significant difference was detected among the optimal

TEs for each of the 3 regions for both imaging options (no preload

and preload), multiecho acquisitions are warranted for quantita-

tive DSC MR imaging studies requiring the use of the AIF, sup-

porting previous hypotheses in the literature.20

To quantify T2* values throughout the passage of CA in the

selected ROIs, we analyzed data from dual-echo spiral acquisi-

tions. The dual-echo data are advantageous because the influence

of CA-induced T1 changes that may be present in blood or in

situations in which the blood-brain barrier has been compro-

mised has been removed.16 Additionally, the calculation of T2*

based on dual-echo data is computationally simple. While more

TEs could potentially improve the T2* quantification, Stokes and

Quarles21 have shown that T2* measurements derived from 2

echoes are consistent with those derived from a 5-echo acquisi-

tion. Our reported quantitative T2* values for NAWM (47.5 � 6.8

ms) are within the ranges previously reported in the literature:

48.4 ms,21 49 ms,22 50 � 8 ms,23 and 67.6 � 11.0 ms.20 However,

comparison of the quantitative T2* values for the AIF in this study

with those in literature (eg, bulk arterial blood T2*) is difficult

because the voxels used to estimate the AIF likely contain brain

tissue and arteries due to partial volume effects. Nevertheless, our

results indicate that a much shorter optimal TE is needed for

AIF estimation, which is consistent with previously published

observations.20

The optimal TEs reported in this study are specific to a field

strength of 3T and the CA dose protocol (no preload and 1 stan-

FIG 2. Boxplot representation of baseline and minimum T2* values (white boxplots) along with
their respective calculated optimal TE (gray boxplots) in the brain tumor, NAWM, and AIF. Base-
line T2* is defined as the T2* of the ROI before contrast arrival, and the minimum T2* is defined
as the T2* value at the peak signal drop. Solid lines represent median values, whereas solid dots
represent means across subjects in these boxplots.
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dard dose of CA). At a different field strength, such as 1.5T, the

optimal TE would be expected to lengthen. A preload of CA is

typically administered before the DSC MR imaging to decrease

the CA-induced T1 leakage effects. Such preloads could poten-

tially decrease baseline T2* values due to residual CA in the blood

and tumor tissue, thereby shortening the optimal TE. To estimate

the impact of a standard full dose of preload, we retrospectively

analyzed, in a separate cohort of 5 patients with gliomas, multi-

echo DSC MR imaging data that were acquired for a total of 7.5

minutes. We found that tumor T2* was 35% lower than baseline

6 minutes after the CA injection (additionally, NAWM was 15%

and AIF was 10% lower than baseline). If we assume a 35% de-

crease in T2* with a preload, the optimal TE will be 35% shorter

than a no-preload-dose scheme or an estimated 19.5 � 4.8 ms for

tumor.

There were several limitations to this study. First, our results

are specific to 3T and to both a standard preload and injection

dose. Although T2* is expected to be longer at 1.5T than at 3T,

implying that the optimal TE would also increase, we are not able

to demonstrate this expectation experimentally. For clinical sites

with less than a standard dose for either the preload or injection

dose, our results do not apply. However, our derivations and

methodology for optimal TE can be easily applied to data ac-

quired at any field strength or dosing scheme of interest. Second,

as noted, a statistically significant difference was found among the

optimal TEs among tumor, NAWM, and AIF. The extent of using

a nonoptimal TE on CBV is unknown. The influence of TE on the

accuracy of CBV can be explored both experimentally and

through simulations and is currently saved for future work. Third,

we have calculated the optimal TE in a small cohort of patients.

However, power statistics did demonstrate that our sample size

had an 80% power to detect a 0.94 SD in our measurements. It is

unlikely that additional patients would substantially (or practi-

cally) shift the calculated optimal TE values. Last, the estimation

of the optimal TE from 2 separate cohorts to understand the effect

of a preload on the optimal TE is not ideal. Calculation of the

optimal TE from multiecho DSC data acquired with a preload

would have been ideal. However, clinically, single-echo DSC MR

imaging is acquired with a preload, and changes in absolute T2*

cannot be obtained from single-echo data for optimal TE calcu-

lation. When a multiecho DSC acquisition is acquired in the

clinic, a preload is typically not administered because the T1 leak-

age effects are eliminated. Additionally, our 2 separate cohorts

used a standard dose injection of 2 different contrast agents. How-

ever, the calculated optimal TE values should not change appre-

ciably because the expected change in T2* due to its relaxation

rate is similar22,23 across both contrast agents and we found no

significant statistical differences in the average gadolinium con-

centration between the 2 cohorts.

CONCLUSIONS
The results of this study demonstrate that for conventional single-

echo-, gradient-echo-based DSC MR imaging, the optimal TE for

CBV mapping in brain tumors and NAWM is 30 –36 ms at 3T if

no preload has been administered. The accuracy of the AIF will be

diminished, to an unknown degree, due to the longer-than-opti-

mal TE. In this situation, CBV should only be calculated in the

tumor and the NAWM. If multiple TEs can be prescribed, then a

shorter TE of 10 ms should be prescribed for the AIF and a longer

TE of 30 –36 ms should be prescribed for the brain tissue and

tumor. Given the recommendation of the American Society of

Functional Neuroradiology that a preload should be used for DSC

MR imaging studies in patients with glioma, the error analysis and

patient data described in this study provide experimental evi-

dence that CBV estimates may benefit from lower TEs (�20 ms)

than the recommended value of 30 ms.
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